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Fundamental research: what is it?
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Fundamental research
Fundamental research:
research carried out to increase understanding of
fundamental principles
not intended to yield immediate commercial benefits
however, in the long term it is the basis for many
commercial products and applied research
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Theory of everything
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Per Kristian Rekdals field of research: Quantum Optics
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Quantum Optics
Quantum Optics: (definition)
light and its interactions with matter
described by: quantum mechanics
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Atom & Photon: ⇒ Quantum Mechanics
Photon:      
Atom:      
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Quantum Mechanics
Two quantum properties:
1) superposition , adding states ⇒ interference
2) entanglement , “coupling” of quantum systems
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1) Superposition
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2) Entanglement
Electrons:
Pluto 
Earth 
ENTANGLEMENT 
UP 
DOWN 
(  coupling ) 
Video: 04 Entanglement, Dr. Quantum, (1 min. 3 sec.)
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2) Entanglement (cont.)
Einstein:
“Spooky action at a distance”
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Quantum Optics
Many applications!
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Quantum Computer
Quantum 
Computer 
Video: 01 CNN - QC, (2 min. 25 sec.)
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Physics of computing
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Moore’s Law
Moore:
The number of transistors on a chip doubles every ∼ two years
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Bit vs Qubit
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Video: 02 Quantum Computers, (2 min.)
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1) Superposition
a) Classical computer: (n = 3 bits register, i.e. 2n = 8 alt.)
000 , 001 , 010 ,011 ,100 , 101 , 110 ,111
b) Quantum computer:
|ψ〉in = c1|000〉+ c2|001〉+ c3|010〉+ c4|011〉
+c5|100〉+ c6|101〉+ c7|110〉+ c8|111〉
where
∑8
i=1 |ci |2 = 1
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1) Superposition (cont.)
Unitary operation: ( map )
|ψ〉out = Uˆ |ψ〉in
= d1|000〉+ d2|001〉+ d3|010〉+ d4|011〉
+d5|100〉+ d6|101〉+ d7|110〉+ d8|111〉
where
∑8
i=1 |di |2 = 1
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1) Superposition (cont.)
Example:
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1) Superposition (cont.)
Example:
constructive / destructive interference
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1) Superposition (cont.)
Quantum computer: massive parallelism
Video: 03 QC, traveling sales man, (stop at 2 min.)
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2) Entanglement
Electrons:
Pluto 
Earth 
ENTANGLEMENT 
UP 
DOWN 
(  coupling ) 
Video: 05 Entanglement, The Weirdness Of QM, (stop at 3 min. 27 sec.)
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Applications of QC
Faster calculations
Perform detailed search more quickly
seach in a database
traveling salesman
simulate molecules for improvement of:
medical properties
superconductor
nanotechnology
Quantum cryptography
credit cards
military secrets
Shor’s algorithm
lasers
sensors Video: : 06 What is a QC + applications, (stop at: 3 min. 13 sec.)
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Atom Chip
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New World Record
New World Record
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New World Record
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Zoo of quantum optics systems
Zoo of quantum optics systems
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Zoo of quantum optics systems
Ions in magnetic traps: ( quantum register )
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Zoo of quantum optics systems (cont.)
Atoms trapped in a cavity: (atoms are qubits)
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Zoo of quantum optics systems (cont.)
Optical lattice as array of microtraps for atoms:
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Decoherence
Decoherence
( loss of superposition , loss of ordering )
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Spin Decoherence in Superconducting Atom Chips
Bo-Sture K. Skagerstam,1,* Ulrich Hohenester,2 Asier Eiguren,2 and Per Kristian Rekdal2,†
1Complex Systems and Soft Materials Research Group, Department of Physics, The Norwegian University of Science and Technology,
N-7491 Trondheim, Norway
2Institut fu¨r Physik, Karl-Franzens-Universita¨t Graz, Universita¨tsplatz 5, A-8010 Graz, Austria
(Received 25 March 2006; published 16 August 2006)
Using a consistent quantum-mechanical treatment for the electromagnetic radiation, we theoretically
investigate the magnetic spin-flip scatterings of a neutral two-level atom trapped in the vicinity of a
superconducting body. We derive a simple scaling law for the corresponding spin-flip lifetime for such an
atom trapped near a superconducting thick slab. For temperatures below the superconducting transition
temperature Tc, the lifetime is found to be enhanced by several orders of magnitude in comparison to the
case of a normal conducting slab. At zero temperature the spin-flip lifetime is given by the unbounded
free-space value.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.070401 PACS numbers: 03.65.Yz, 03.75.Be, 34.50.Dy, 42.50.Ct
Coherent manipulation of matter waves is one of the
ultimate goals of atom optics. Trapping and manipulating
cold neutral atoms in microtraps near surfaces of atomic
chips is a promising approach towards full control of
matter waves on small scales [1]. The subject of atom
optics is making rapid progress, driven both by the funda-
mental interest in quantum systems and by the prospect of
new devices based on quantum manipulations of neutral
atoms.
With lithographic or other surface-patterning processes
complex atom chips can be built which combine many
traps, waveguides, and other elements, in order to realize
controllable composite quantum systems [2] as needed,
e.g., for the implementation of quantum information de-
vices [3]. Such microstructured surfaces have been highly
successful and form the basis of a growing number of
experiments [4]. However, due to the proximity of the
cold atom cloud to the macroscopic substrate additional
decoherence channels are introduced which limit the per-
formance of such atom chips. Most importantly, Johnson-
noise currents in the material cause electromagnetic field
fluctuations and hence threaten to decohere the quantum
state of the atoms. This effect arises because the finite
temperature and resistivity of the surface material are al-
ways accompanied by field fluctuations, as a consequence
of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Several experimen-
tal [5–7] as well as theoretical [8–11] studies have recently
shown that rf spin-flip transitions are the main source of
decoherence for atoms situated close to metallic or dielec-
tric bodies. Upon making spin-flip transitions, the atoms
become more weakly trapped or even lost from the
microtrap.
In Ref. [10] it was shown that to reduce the spin deco-
herence of atoms outside a metal in the normal state, one
should avoid materials whose skin depth at the spin-flip
transition frequency is comparable with the atom-surface
distance. For typical values of these parameters used in
experiments, however, this worst-case scenario occurs [5–
7]. To overcome this deficiency, it was envisioned [9] that
superconductors might be beneficial in this respect because
of their efficient screening properties, although this con-
clusion was not backed by a proper theoretical analysis. It
is the purpose of this letter to present a consistent theoreti-
cal description of atomic spin-flip transitions in the vicinity
of superconducting bodies, using a proper quantum-
mechanical treatment for the electromagnetic radiation,
and to reexamine Johnson-noise induced decoherence for
superconductors. We find that below the superconducting
transition temperature Tc the spin-flip lifetime becomes
boosted by several orders of magnitude, a remarkable
finding which is attributed to: (1) the opening of the super-
conducting gap and the resulting inability to deposit energy
into the superconductor, (2) the highly efficient screening
properties of superconductors, and (3) the small active
volume within which current fluctuations can contribute
to field fluctuations. Our results thus suggest that current-
noise induced decoherence in atomic chips can be com-
pletely diminished by using superconductors instead of
normal metals.
We begin by considering an atom in an initial state jii
and trapped at position rA in vacuum, near a dielectric
body. The rate of spontaneous and thermally stimulated
magnetic spin-flip transition into a final state jfi has been
derived in Ref. [10],
 
B  0 2BgS
2
@
X3
j;k1
hfjS^jjiihijS^kjfi
 Imr  r GrA; rA; !jk nth  1: (1)
Here B is the Bohr magneton, gs  2 is the electron spin
g factor, hfjS^jjii is the matrix element of the electron spin
operator corresponding to the transition jii ! jfi, and
GrA; rA; ! is the dyadic Green tensor of Maxwell’s the-
ory. Equation (1) follows from a consistent quantum-
mechanical treatment of electromagnetic radiation in the
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presence of absorbing bodies [11,12]. Thermal excitations
of the electromagnetic field modes are accounted for by the
factor  nth  1, where nth  1=e@!=kBT 	 1 is the mean
number of thermal photons per mode at frequency ! of the
spin-flip transition. The dyadic Green tensor is the unique
solution to the Helmholtz equation
 rrGr; r0; ! 	 k2r; !Gr; r0; !  r	 r01;
(2)
with appropriate boundary conditions. Here k  !=c is the
wave number in vacuum, c is the speed of light and 1 the
unit dyad. This quantity contains all relevant information
about the geometry of the material and, through the electric
permittivity r; !, about its dielectric properties.
The current density in superconducting media is com-
monly described by the Mattis-Bardeen theory [13]. To
simplify the physical picture, let us limit the discussion to
low but nonzero frequencies 0<! 
 !g  20=@,
where ! is the angular frequency and 0 is the energy
gap of the superconductor at zero temperature. In this limit,
the current density is well described by means of a two-
fluid model [14,15]. At finite temperature T, the current
density consists of two types of carriers, superconducting
Cooper pairs and normal conducting electrons. The total
current density is equal to the sum of a superconducting
current density and a normal conducting current density,
i.e., Jr; t  Jsr; t  Jnr; t. Let us furthermore assume
that the superconducting as well as the normal conducting
part of the current density responds linearly and locally to
the electric field [16], in which case the current densities
are given by the London equation and Ohm’s law, respec-
tively,
 
@Jsr; t
@t
 Er; t
02LT
; Jnr; t  nTEr; t: (3)
The London penetration length and the normal conductiv-
ity are given by,
 2LT 
m
0nsTe2
; nT  nnTn0 : (4)
Here  is the electrical conductivity of the metal in the
normal state, m is the electron mass, e is the electron
charge, and nsT and nnT are the electron densities in
the superconducting and normal state, respectively, at a
given temperature T. Following London [14], we assume
that the total density is constant and given by n0  nsT 
nnT, where nsT  n0 for T  0 and nnT  n0 for
T > Tc. For a London superconductor with the assump-
tions as mentioned above, the dielectric function ! in
the low-frequency regime reads
 !  1	 1
k22LT
 i 2
k22T ; (5)
where T  2=!0nTp is the skin depth associated
with the normal conducting electrons. The optical conduc-
tivity corresponding to Eq. (5) is T  2=!02T 
i=!0
2
LT.
In the following we apply our model to the geometry
shown in Fig. 1, where an atom is located in vacuum at a
distance z away from a superconducting slab. We consider,
in correspondence to recent experiments [5–7], 87Rb atoms
that are initially pumped into the j5S1=2; F  2; mF 
2i  j2; 2i state. Fluctuations of the magnetic field may
then cause the atoms to evolve into hyperfine sublevels
with lower mF. Upon making a spin-flip transition to the
mF  1 state, the atoms are more weakly trapped and are
largely lost from the region of observation, causing the
measured atom number to decay with rate B21 associated
with the rate-limiting transition j2; 2i ! j2; 1i. The transi-
tion rate B21  021  slab21  nth  1 can be decomposed
into a free part and a part purely due to the presence of the
slab. The free-space spin-flip rate at zero temperature is
021  0 BgS
2
24@ k
3 [10]. The slab-contribution can be ob-
tained by matching the electromagnetic fields at the
vacuum-superconductor interface. With the same spin ori-
entation as in Ref. [9], i.e., jhfjS^yjiij2  jhfjS^zjiij2 and
hfjS^xjii  0, the spin-flip rate is slab21  021~Ik  ~I?,
with the atom-spin-orientation dependent integrals
 
~I jj  38 Re
Z 1
0
dq
q
~0
ei2~0kzrpq 	 ~20rsq

; (6)
 
~I ?  34 Re
Z 1
0
dq
q3
~0
ei2~0kzrsq

; (7)
and the electromagnetic field polarization dependent
Fresnel coefficients
 rsq  ~0 	 ~!~0  ~! ; rpq 
!~0 	 ~!
!~0  ~! : (8)
Here we have ~!  ! 	 q2p and ~0  1	 q2p . In
FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the setup considered in our cal-
culations. An atom inside a magnetic microtrap is located in
vacuum at a distance z away from a thick superconducting slab,
i.e., a semi-infinite plane. Upon making a spin-flip transition, the
atom becomes more weakly trapped and is eventually lost.
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particular, above the transition temperature Tc the dielec-
tric function in Eq. (5) reduces to the well-known Drude
form. Because of the efficient screening properties of
superconductors, in most cases of interest the inequality
LT 
 T holds. Assuming furthermore the near-field
case LT 
 z 
 , where   2=k is the wavelength
associated to the spin-flip transition, which holds true in
practically all cases of interest, we can compute the inte-
grals in Eqs. (6)–(8) analytically to finally obtain
 B21  021 nth  1

1 2

3
4

3 1
k3T2
3LT
z4

: (9)
For a superconductor at T  0, in which case there are no
normal conducting electrons, it is seen from Eq. (9) that the
lifetime is given by the unbounded free-space lifetime
0  1=021.
Equation (9) is the central result of our Letter. To inquire
into its details, we compute the spin-flip rate for the super-
conductor niobium (Nb) and for a typical atomic transition
frequency 	  !=2  560 kHz [5]. We keep the atom-
surface distance fixed at z  50 m, and use the Gorter-
Casimir [15] temperature dependence
 
nsT
n0
 1	 nnT
n0
 1	

T
Tc

4
; (10)
for the superconducting electron density. Figure 2 shows
the spin-flip lifetime s  1=B21 of the atom as a function
of temperature: over a wide temperature range s remains
as large as 1010 sec . In comparison to the normal-metal
lifetime n, which is obtained for aluminum with its quite
small skin depth   110 m and using the results of
Refs. [9,10], we observe that the lifetime becomes boosted
by almost 10 orders of magnitude in the superconducting
state. In particular, for T  0 the ratio between s and n is
even 1017. From the scaling behavior Eq. (9) we thus
observe that decoherence induced by current fluctuations
in the superconducting state remains completely negligible
even for small atom-surface distances around 1 m, in
strong contrast to the normal state where such decoherence
would limit the performance of atomic chips.
The scaling behavior of the spin-flip rate Eq. (9) can be
understood qualitatively on the basis of Eq. (1). The
fluctuation-dissipation theorem [11,12] relates the imagi-
nary part of the Green tensor and ! by ImG 
G Im!G, assuming a suitable real-space convolu-
tion, and allows to bring the scattering rate Eq. (1) to a
form reminiscent of Fermi’s golden rule. The magnetic
dipole of the atom at rA couples to a current fluctuation
at point r in the superconductor through GrA; r; !. The
propagation of the current fluctuation is described by the
dielectric function !, and finally a backaction on the
atomic dipole occurs via Gr; rA; !. For the near-field
coupling under consideration, z 
 , the dominant con-
tribution of the Green tensor is jGj  1=z2, thus resulting
in the overall z	4 dependence of the spin-flip rate Eq. (9).
The imaginary part Im!  1=2 of the dielectric
function Eq. (5) accounts for the loss of electromagnetic
energy to the superconductor, and is only governed by
electrons in the normal state, whereas electrons in the
superconducting state cannot absorb energy because of
the superconducting gap. Finally, the term 3 is due to
the dielectric screening 1=!  2 of the charge fluctua-
tion seen by the atom, and an additional  contribution
associated to the active volume of current fluctuations
which contribute to the magnetic field fluctuations at the
position of the atom. Fluctuations deeper inside the super-
conductor are completely screened out. In comparison to
the corresponding scaling B  =z4 for a normal metal
[9], which can be qualitatively understood by a similar
reasoning, the drastic lifetime enhancement in the super-
conducting state is thus due to the combined effects of the
opening of the superconducting gap, the highly efficient
screening, and the small active volume.
Let us finally briefly comment on the validity of our
simplified approach, and how our results would be modi-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Spin-flip lifetime of a trapped atom near
a superconducting slab s (red solid line) as a function of
temperature T. The atom-surface distance is fixed at z 
50 m, and the frequency of the atomic transition is 	 
560 kHz. The other parameters are L0  35 nm [19],  
2 109 m	1 [20], and Tc  8:31 K [19], corresponding to
superconducting Nb. The numerical value of s is computed
using the temperature dependence as given by Eq. (10). As a
reference, we have also plotted the lifetime n (blue dashed line)
for an atom outside a normal conducting slab with   110 m,
corresponding to Al. The red dashed-dotted line is the lifetime
for the same parameters as mentioned above but L0  3
35 nm, i.e., where we have taken into account the fact that the
London length is modified due to nonlocal effects. The dotted
line corresponds to the lifetime 0= nth  1 for a perfect normal
conductor. The unbounded free-space lifetime at zero tempera-
ture is 0  1025 s.
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fied if using a more refined theory for the description of the
superconductor. Our theoretical approach is valid in the
same parameter regime as London’s theory, that is T 

T. It is well known that nonlocal effects modify the
London length in Nb from L0  35 nm to 0 
90 nm [17], and the coherence length 
T, according to
Pippard’s theory [18], from the BCS value 
0 to 1=
T 
1=
0  1=‘T, where  is of the order one and lT is
the mean free path. For Nb, 
0  39 nm and lT 
9 K  9 nm [19], and the London condition T 

T is thus satisfied. Furthermore, at the atomic transition
frequency the conductivity is   2 109 m	1 [20]
and the corresponding skin depth is   2=!0p 
15 m  T, such that Ohm’s law is also valid since
T  lT [21]. It is important to realize that other
possible modifications of the parameters used in our cal-
culations, as, e.g., a modification of Eq. (10) for T=Tc &
0:5 [22,23] will by no means drastically change our find-
ings, which only rely on the generic superconductor prop-
erties of the efficient screening and the opening of the
energy gap, and that our conclusions will also prevail for
other superconductor materials.
We also mention that for both a superconductor at T  0
and a perfect normal conductor, i.e.   0, the lifetime is
given by the unbounded free-space lifetime 0. In passing,
we notice that for an electric dipole transition and for a
perfect normal conductor, as, e.g., discussed in Refs. [24],
the correction to the vacuum rate is in general opposite in
sign as compared to that of a magnetic dipole transition.
Elsewhere decay processes in the vicinity of a thin super-
conducting film will be discussed in detail [25].
To summarize, we have used a consistent quantum
theoretical description of the magnetic spin-flip scatterings
of a neutral two-level atom trapped in the vicinity of a
superconducting body. We have derived a simple scaling
law for the corresponding spin-flip lifetime for a super-
conducting thick slab. For temperatures below the super-
conducting transition temperature Tc, the lifetime has been
found to be enhanced by several orders of magnitude in
comparison to the case of a normal conducting slab. We
believe that this result represents an important step towards
the design of atomic chips for high-quality quantum infor-
mation processing.
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